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Abstract
The metabotropic glutamate receptor 5 (mGlu5) is a recognized CNS therapeutic target for
which several negative allosteric modulators (NAM) drug candidates have or are continuing
to be investigated for various disease indications in clinical development. Direct
measurement of target receptor occupancy (RO) is extremely useful to help design and
interpret efficacy and safety in nonclinical and clinical studies. In the mGlu5 field, this has
been successfully achieved by monitoring displacement of radiolabeled ligands, specifically
Downloaded from jpet.aspetjournals.org at ASPET Journals on June 29, 2022

binding to the mGlu5 receptor, in the presence of an mGlu5 NAM using in vivo and ex vivo
binding in rodents and positron emission tomography imaging in cynomolgus monkey and
humans. The aim of this study was to measure the RO of the mGlu5 NAM, HTL0014242, in
rodents and cynomolgus monkey and to compare its plasma, and brain, exposure-RO
relationships with those of clinically tested mGlu5 NAMs dipraglurant, mavoglurant and
basimglurant. Potential sources of variability that may contribute to these relationships were
explored. Distinct plasma exposure-response relationships were found for each mGlu5 NAM
with >100-fold difference in plasma exposure for a given level of RO. However, a unified
exposure-response relationship was observed when both unbound brain concentration and
mGlu5 affinity were considered. This relationship showed <10-fold overall difference, fitted
with a Hill slope which was not significantly different from 1 and appeared consistent with a
simple Emax model. This is the first time this type of comparison has been conducted,
demonstrating a unified brain exposure-RO relationship across several species and mGlu5
NAMs with diverse properties.
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Significance Statement
Despite the long history of mGlu5 as a therapeutic target and progression of multiple
compounds to the clinic, no formal comparison of exposure-receptor occupancy relationships
has been conducted. Our data indicate for the first time that a consistent, unified relationship
can be observed between exposure and mGlu5 receptor occupancy when unbound brain
concentration and receptor affinity are taken into account across a range of species for a
diverse set of mGlu5 NAMs, including a new drug candidate, HTL0014242.
Downloaded from jpet.aspetjournals.org at ASPET Journals on June 29, 2022
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Introduction
Glutamate is a major excitatory neurotransmitter playing an important role throughout the
nervous system via activation of metabotropic (G protein-coupled) and ionotropic (ion
channel) glutamate receptors including the metabotropic glutamate 5 (mGlu5) receptor.
mGlu5 receptors are widely distributed in the brain including the cortex, striatum,
hippocampus, and cerebellum (Patel et al., 2007), mainly concentrated in post-synaptic
structures and, with a few exceptions, almost undetectable in pre-synaptic structures (Hovelsø

glutamatergic signalling is dysregulated (e.g. depression, anxiety, addiction, neuropathic pain
and levodopa-induced dyskinesia; Archer and Garcia, 2016; Emmitte, 2013; Slassi et al.,
2005), enhanced mGlu5 receptor activation can lead to increased transsynaptic glutamate
release which could further exacerbate glutamate-mediated excitotoxic processes.
Antagonists, or negative allosteric modulators (NAMs), of the mGlu5 receptor have
therapeutic potential in a range of psychiatric and neurological disorders characterised by
glutamatergic hyperexcitability (Gregory et al., 2011a). NAMs block the effects of glutamate
by binding in the seven transmembrane bundle of the receptor, rather than at the orthosteric
glutamate binding site in the Venus Flytrap Domain (Pagano et al., 2000; Christopher et al.,
2015). NAMs have avoided the problems associated with targeting the orthosteric site
including lack of selectivity, poor pharmacokinetics and low CNS penetration (Lindsley and
Stauffer, 2013).
Several mGlu5 NAMs have progressed to clinical trials. Dipraglurant and mavoglurant
showed promising results in reducing levodopa-induced dyskinesia in Parkinson’s Disease
(PD-LID) in Phase II trials (Tison et al., 2016; Stocchi et al., 2013), although mavoglurant
failed to demonstrate efficacy in subsequent Phase IIb studies (Trenkwalder et al., 2016).
When administered as an adjunctive therapy in major depression (Phase IIb), basimglurant
5
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failed to demonstrate efficacy on primary endpoints although there were significant effects on
secondary endpoints (e.g. Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale; Quiroz et al., 2016).
Clinical trials are in progress to further evaluate therapeutic opportunities, including PD-LID
(dipraglurant) and substance-use disorders (mavoglurant). It is worth noting that several
mGlu5 NAMs have reported dose-related adverse events in clinical trials (Kågedal et al.,
2013, Kalliomake et al., 2013 Trenkwalder et al., 2016, Jaso et al., 2017, NCT01348087), and
it is currently unclear whether it was possible to achieve sufficient mGlu5 NAM exposure to
fully explore efficacious potential.

ensure that the therapeutic concept is tested and/or to aid interpretation of any adverse events.
There have been numerous publications on specific pharmacokinetic exposures and/or
measured mGlu5 RO for mGlu5 NAMs across species (Anderson et al., 2002, Hamill et al.,
2005, Kågedal et al., 2013, Gregory et al., 2014b, Lindermann et al., 2015, Xu and Li, 2019).
Different approaches to the determination of RO have been used, including direct binding
following exposure in vivo or ex vivo to radioligands (Able et al., 2011) or indirectly by
measuring radioligand displacement. Preclinically, mGlu5 radioligands [3H]methoxy-MPEP
([3H]M-MPEP; Gasparini et al., 2002) and [3H]methoxy-MTEP ([3H]M-MTEP; Anderson et
al., 2002) have been used extensively. Positron emission tomography (PET) can be used in
both preclinical and clinical settings and several mGlu5 PET ligands have been developed,
allowing quantitative measurement of receptor expression and distribution across brain
regions, and RO of mGlu5 compounds following systemic drug administration. The most
widely used are [11C]ABP688 (Ametamey et al., 2007) and [18F]FPEB (Sullivan et al., 2013;
Wong et al., 2013a), which have been shown to bind to the same site as MPEP in rodent
(Wyss et al., 2007; Hintermann et al., 2007) and monkey brain (Hamill et al., 2005),
respectively. A different PET ligand, [11C]RO511232 was developed and used clinically for
6
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basimglurant (NCT 01483469), although [11C]ABP688 was used preclinically (Lindermann
et al., 2015).
Although there is extensive published experience with mGlu5 PET ligands (Lohith et al.,
2017, Wong et al., 2013a, Kågedal et al., 2013), there is limited understanding of RO in
relation to drug exposure, how it aligns across species and how exposure-response
relationships compare between mGlu5 NAMs. As understanding exposure-mGlu5 RO
relationships is important in achieving the right level of mGlu5 target engagement for positive
Downloaded from jpet.aspetjournals.org at ASPET Journals on June 29, 2022

efficacy in a therapeutic setting, we studied the plasma and brain exposure-RO relationships
of dipraglurant, basimglurant, mavoglurant and HTL0014242, a new mGlu5-selective NAM
(Christopher et al., 2015). The comparative data for this analysis is derived from
experimental data and supplemented by published mGlu5 RO and exposure data across
species (Bennett et al., 2014, Lindermann et al., 2015, Quiroz et al., 2016, Tison et al., 2016,
Cosson et al., 2018). As this study will demonstrate, when accounting for mGlu5 affinity and
brain exposure, exposure-RO relationships were similar across species and different mGlu5
NAMs, and in agreement with the simple Emax model.

7
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Materials and Methods
Chemicals
Mavoglurant ((3aR,4S,7aR)-4-hydroxy-4(3-methylphenyl)ethynyl-octahydro-indole-1carboxylic acid methyl ester); dipraglurant (6-Fluoro-2-(4-[pyridin-2-yl]but-3-yn1yl)imidazo[1,2-a]pyridine) and HTL0014242 (3-chloro-5-[6-(5-fluoropyridin-2yl)pyrimidin-4-yl]benzonitrile) were synthesised by Sosei Heptares. Basimglurant ([2-chloro4-[1-(4-fluoro-phenyl)-2-methyl-1H-imidazol4-ylethynyl]-pyridine) was purchased from

Radiotracers
For the mouse and rat ex vivo occupancy experiments, [3H]M-MPEP
(2-[(3-methoxyphenyl)ethynyl]-6-methylpyridine) was custom synthesized by Tritec (specific
activity 67 Ci/mmol). For the mouse in vivo occupancy experiments, [3H]M-MPEP was
purchased from American Radiolabeled Chemicals, Inc (St. Louis, MO; Cat# art1571;
specific activity 80 Ci/mmol).
[18F]FPEB (3-[18F]fluoro-5-[(pyridin-3-yl)ethynyl] benzonitrile) for the rat PET study was
synthesized by Invicro, whilst for the cynomolgus monkey PET study the tracer was prepared
at GE Healthcare. For the rat PET study synthesis of [18F]fluoride at Invicro was done using a
Siemens RDS-111 Eclipse cyclotron equipped with a fluoride target loaded with oxygen-18
enriched water by means of 18O(p,n)18F reaction. Optimization of yield was achieved by
using a spirocyclic iodonium ylide (SCIDY) precursor (Stephenson et al., 2015). For full
details see Varlow et al., 2020. For the cynomolgus monkey PET study, [18F]FPEB was
prepared by GE TRACERlab™ FX-FN using the following methodology. Commercially
purchased [18F]fluoride was transferred onto and trapped on an ion exchange cartridge.
8
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Following elution with K2CO3 (1 mg) and K222 (10 mg), the [18F]fluoride was dried under
vacuum and helium flow under azeotropic conditions. After completion, precursor dissolved
in DMSO was added (5 mg in 1.0 mL) and the reaction mixture was heated to 150°C for 10
min being before cooled and diluted with water. The solution was transferred through a solid
phase extraction cartridge followed by acetonitrile elution (2 mL) into 3 mL of H2O and
HPLC injection. Product was collected with HPLC purification (Phenomenex Luna C18(2))
and acetonitrile/water (45/55, 5 mL/min) and subsequently formulated in physiological
solution after solid phase extraction.
Downloaded from jpet.aspetjournals.org at ASPET Journals on June 29, 2022

All other drugs, chemicals, cell culture reagents, and consumables were purchased from
commercial sources.

Animals
Mouse in vivo RO studies: Male C57Bl/6 mice (25-30 g; Charles River, Rayleigh, NC) were
used. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee in
accordance with The Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.
Mouse ex vivo occupancy and ex vivo Ki studies: Male CD1 mice (approximately 30 g;
Charles River, Margate, Kent) were used. All experiments were performed in accordance
with UK home office regulations and in line with the Animals Scientific Procedures Act
(ASPA; 1986) and the transposed EU directive 2016/63/EU. Studies were conducted at Royal
Veterinary College following institutional review board approval.
Rat ex vivo RO: Male Sprague-Dawley rats (250-300g; Charles River, Margate, Kent) were
used. Rat PET imaging: Male Sprague Dawley rats (350-450 g; Charles River, Margate,
Kent) were used. Both experiments were performed in accordance with UK Home Office
regulation and in line with the ASPA and transposed EU directive 2016/63/EU.
9
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Cynomolgus monkey PET imaging: Two adult cynomolgus monkeys (Macaca fascicularis),
1 female 8 years old and 1 male 16 years old. This study was conducted in full compliance
with Yale University’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) policies and
procedures, which follow the recommendations of The Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory.

Ki Determination

rat, mouse and cynomolgus monkey mGlu5 following the methods described in Christopher
et al., 2015 either using membranes prepared from human embryonic kidney 293 cells
(HEK293) transiently transfected with the receptor for human, rat and cynomolgus monkey
mGlu5 or membranes prepared from frontal cortices isolated from adult male CD1 mice
prepared according to the method described in Robertson et al., 2011 for mouse mGlu5. The
radioligand employed is based on the mGlu5 NAM M-MPEP and has been reported to bind to
the same allosteric site as the mGlu5 NAMs tested in the competition binding assay (Doré et
al. 2014). Furthermore, complete inhibition of [3H]M-MPEP binding to mGlu5 has been
reported for mavoglurant and dipraglurant (Doré et al. 2014) as well as HTL0014242
(Sergeev et al. 2018). Therefore, the Cheng-Prusoff equation could be applied to derive Ki
values from the IC50 values that resulted from a four-parameter logistic equation fit of the
competition binding data.

Mouse ex vivo binding using [3H]M-MPEP
Mice (n=5) were dosed orally (PO) with HTL0014242 in vehicle (10% DMAC, 10% Solutol
HS 15 and 80% of 10% aqueous HPβCD). Two hours post-dose animals were culled by
10
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cervical dislocation, followed by collection of blood by cardiac puncture. Blood was
collected into EDTA-K2 tubes and centrifuged (2000 x g; 5 min; 4°C) to obtain plasma.
Forebrains were halved along the mid-line and one half was prepared by homogenisation
(Polytron Homogeniser; 7000 rpm; 20 s) in 40 volumes of binding buffer (50 mM HEPES,
150 mM sodium chloride, pH 7.5) immediately prior to use in [3H]M-MPEP binding assays
(following the methodology described in Christopher et al., 2015 but using 100 µL
homogenate/well; 4°C; 10 min incubation, and 80 nM [3H]M-MPEP (20x Kd)).

analytical methods used were identical to those described in the rat ex vivo binding section
below.

Mouse in vivo binding using [3H]M-MPEP
C57BL/6 mice were dosed with HTL0014242 (1, 3 or 10 mg/kg, PO; n=2 per dose group) or
intraperitoneally (IP) (n=3 per dose group) with vehicle (10% Solutol HS 15 and 90% of 10%
aqueous HPβCD). To define non-specific binding, a saturating dose of MPEP (50 mg/kg, IP)
was administered. 1h post dose, [3H]M-MPEP (30 µCi/kg, in water) was administered as an
IV bolus via the tail vein. One minute later, mice were decapitated, brains removed, and
forebrain dissected. Tissue was weighed and homogenized in 10 volumes of ice-cold
homogenization buffer (10 mM potassium phosphate, 100 mM KCl, pH 7.4) using a Polytron
homogenizer. Homogenates were filtered over GF/B membrane filters and washed twice with
5 mL ice-cold homogenization buffer. Filters were counted for radioactivity using a liquid
scintillation counter and specific binding was calculated by subtracting the non-specific
binding.
A pharmacokinetic study was conducted to determine brain and plasma exposures in the
C57Bl/6 mice over the dose ranges studied for mGlu5 RO. Mice were dosed with
11
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HTL0014242 (1, 3 and 10 mg/kg PO or 1, 3, 10 and 30 mg/kg IP; n=3 per time point per
group). Blood samples were taken at 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6 h post dose and plasma layer
separated by centrifugation (2000 x g; 5 min; 4°C). The whole brain was rapidly removed
and frozen on dry ice. Brains were homogenized in 10 volumes of ice-cold homogenization
buffer (10 mM potassium phosphate, 100 mM KCl, pH 7.4). Following protein precipitation
with acetonitrile containing an internal standard, the samples were analyzed for test
compound via LC-MS/MS using a similar approach to that described in the rat ex vivo
binding section. The concentration data at 1 mg/kg PO was below quantifiable limits and so

Rat ex vivo autoradiography using [3H]M-MPEP
mGlu5 RO was measured in brain 1 h following oral administration of HTL0014242 (1, 3, 10
mg/kg) or mavoglurant (3, 10, 30 mg/kg) in Sprague-Dawley rats (n=5 per dose group).
Whole brains were removed and a coronal block containing the hippocampus was cut with
one half rapidly cooled to -20/-30°C for sectioning and the other stored at -80°C to quantify
compound exposure. Sections of the hippocampal CA3 region were prepared using a cryostat
and incubated with [3H]M-MPEP for 10 min at room temperature followed by rapid washes
with ice-cold buffer. The low temperature during sample processing, short [3H]M-MPEP
incubation time and rapid washing were precautions taken to minimize dissociation of dosed
compound from mGlu5. Levels of bound radioactivity in the sections was determined using a
beta imager. Specific binding (cpm/mm2) was generated by subtraction of mean non-specific
binding (cpm/mm2) from mean total binding (cpm/mm2) for each animal. Mean specific
binding was used to determine a single RO value for each dose level as outlined below.

12
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Terminal blood and halved brain samples were collected to measure compound
concentrations. Blood was centrifuged at 1900 x g for 5 min at 4 °C to prepare plasma. Brain
was homogenized in water (1:4). Protein was precipitated from 50 μL aliquots of the
individual plasma or brain homogenates by adding 150 μL methanol followed by
centrifugation for 30 min at 4 °C. Aliquots of the resulting supernatant were diluted 2:1 with
HPLC grade water in a 96-well plate. A standard curve was prepared by spiking control
plasma and brain with varying concentrations of test compound dissolved in DMSO and then
treated in an identical manner to the test samples. Samples were then analysed using LC-

Acquity™ Binary Solvent Manager (BSM), Acquity™ 4-position heated column manager,
2777 Ultra High Pressure Autosampler and a Xevo-TQ MS Triple Quadrupole mass
spectrometer (Waters Ltd, Herts, UK). Gradient elution over 1.8 min with 10 mM ammonium
formate + 0.1 % v/v formic acid in water and methanol at flow rate of 0.6 mL/min was
performed. A linear regression was used to generate the calibration curve for HTL0014242.
Concentrations of HTL0014242 were calculated using the peak area ratio of analyte to
internal standard based on the standard curve.

Data analysis in the rodent ex vivo and in vivo occupancy assays using [3H]M-MPEP
Data were expressed as % RO (data normalized to average specific binding in vehicle
samples as 100% and % HTL0014242 or mavoglurant mGlu5 RO, was calculated as: 100% % [3H]M-MPEP bound in the presence of drug-treated sample). For the mouse in vivo
occupancy experiments the assay was run on three separate occasions and the receptor
occupancy shown is the average receptor occupancy and standard deviation from the three
combined experiments.

13
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Rat in vivo PET RO study using [18F]FPEB
The aim of this study was to measure mGlu5 RO of HTL0014242 in the rat brain using
3[18F]Fluoro5[(pyridine3yl)ethynyl]benzonitrile ([18F]FPEB) PET imaging.

Anaesthesia and dosing
Rats (3 groups, n=5 per group) were administered vehicle or HTL0014242 (1 or 10 mg/kg,
PO). 15 mins after dosing, the rats were anesthetized and maintained under terminal

using a heating pad. Indwelling cannulae were surgically implanted in a vein (for [18F]FPEB
tracer administrations) and an artery (for blood sampling of tracer kinetics). Approximately
100 IU heparin sodium was given IV prior to the scan to aid blood sampling.

PET scanning
PET imaging was performed using an Inveon DPET with docked multi-modality CT scanner.
The brain was placed in the field of view of the scanner and a CT scan was acquired for
attenuation and scatter correction. 1.5 h after administration of the vehicle or HTL0014242, a
60 min dynamic PET scan was acquired after the IV administration of 4-18 MBq of
[18F]FPEB.

Arterial sampling
To generate a [18F]FPEB plasma input function continuous arterial blood samples were taken
at 3 sec intervals during the first minute and discrete samples were taken across a 60 min
period. Blood was collected into tubes coated with heparin. Radioactivity concentration in
14
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blood and plasma were determined at all time points. Discrete plasma samples were extracted
and analyzed by HPLC to determine the percentage of parent compound.

Compound exposure determination and ex-vivo [18F]FPEB uptake distribution
Blood samples were collected 0, 30 and 60 min after the start of the PET scan, equating to
1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 h post HTL0014242 dose. The rats were sacrificed 60 min after [18F]FPEB
injection (after the PET scan) by exsanguination followed by cervical dislocation under

HTL0014242 concentration. The other half was used to determine ex-vivo [18F]FPEB uptake
in regions of interest (ROI) to confirm HTL0014242 competed for the same mGlu5 binding
site as [18F]FPEB.
Brain was homogenised in water (4 mL/g). Protein was precipitated from 10 μL aliquots of
the individual plasma or brain homogenates by adding 100 μL acetonitrile followed by
mixing (150 rpm, 20 min) and centrifugation (3000 rpm, 15 min). Aliquots of the resulting
supernatant were diluted 2:1 with HPLC grade water in a 96-well plate. A standard curve was
prepared by spiking control plasma and brain with varying concentrations of test compound
dissolved in DMSO and then treated in an identical manner to the test samples as described
above to provide a final concentration range of 1 - 5000 ng/mL (for plasma) and 2- 10000
ng/g (for brain). Samples were then analysed using UHPLC - tandem mass spectrometry
using electrospray ionisation. The system consisted of a Shimadzu Nexera X2 HPLC system
coupled with a Shimazdu LCMS 8060 mass spectrometer. Gradient elution over two minutes
with water containing 0.1% formic acid and acetonitrile containing 0.1% formic acid at an
organic at flow rate of 0.4 mL/min was performed. A linear regression was used to generate

15
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the calibration curve for HTL0014242. Concentrations of HTL0014242 were calculated using
the peak area ratio of analyte to internal standard based on the standard curve.
Ex-vivo distribution of [18F]FPEB was determined in dissected ROIs (cortex, prefrontal
cortex, hypothalamus, thalamus, hippocampus, striatum, superior and inferior colliculus,
cerebellar vermis, cerebellum, and rostral and caudal medulla). Tissues were weighed and
radioactivity measured using a gamma-counter to determine standardised uptake values
(SUV) following vehicle, 1 mg/kg and 10 mg/kg of HTL0014242. All radioactivity counts
were decay corrected to the time of tracer injection and expressed as standardized uptake

𝑆𝑈𝑉 =

𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑜𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(

𝑘𝐵𝑞
)
𝑚𝑙 𝑜𝑟 𝑔

𝐼𝑛𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑜𝑠𝑒 (𝑘𝐵𝑞)/(𝐵𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (𝑔))

A one-way ANOVA with post-hoc analysis (Tukey multiple comparisons) was used to assess
dependent differences on [18F]FPEB uptake in ROIs.

Image and data analysis
The PET images were acquired in list mode and reconstructed with increasing frame times
over the duration of the scan to characterize the radiotracer kinetics. 3D histograms with span
3 and maximum ring difference of 79 were used. Fourier re-binning was performed, and
images were reconstructed using a 2D FBP algorithm and a ramp filter and zoom of 1 to
generate images on a 128 x 128 matrix. Image processing and data analysis were performed
using VivoQuantTM and MIAKATTM, an in-house computational pipeline implemented in
MATLAB. Regions of interest (ROI) (striatum, thalamus, hypothalamus, cerebellum, cortex,
prefrontal cortex, hippocampus and “other” were defined in VivoQuant and used to generate
time activity curves (TACs) in MIAKAT.

16
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Using the TACs and parent plasma input function, the volume of distribution (VT) was
calculated using a two-tissue compartmental model for individual animal in each region and
mean at each dose calculated. Mean VT data were expressed as % RO by first determining %
[18F]FPEB bound and then normalising this to vehicle as 100% RO. Where % [18F]FPEB
bound = (x/vehicle VT)*100 and where % HTL0014242 occupancy = (100 - % [18F]FPEB
bound. Average brain mGlu5 RO was determined from the mean of the RO in each region.

Anaesthesia and dosing
Cynomolgus monkeys were anaesthetised (intramuscular injection of Aflaxan 2 mg/kg,
dexmedetomidine 0.02 mg/kg, and midazolam 0.3 mg/kg), intubated and maintained on
oxygen and 1.5 – 2.5% isoflurane throughout the imaging sessions. PET imaging was
performed on the FOCUS-220 PET scanner (Siemens Healthcare Molecular Imaging,
Knoxville, TN, USA). Baseline scans were measured over 1 to 2 h in each monkey following
intravenous injection of [18F]FPEB over 3 min (155 MBq or 169.6 MBq for each monkey).
HTL0014242 was dosed orally as suspension, in 10% Solutol HS 15, and 9% HP-β-CD in
water 2 h prior to injection of [18F]FPEB (169.2 or 101.3 MBq for each monkey).
Competition scans were conducted over a period of 2 h following injection of [18F]FPEB.
Dynamic PET scanning was preceded by transmission for attenuation and scatter correction.

Arterial sampling
The arterial plasma input functions corrected for the presence of radio-metabolites were
generated for all scans based on blood samples taken from the femoral artery. Manual
17
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sequential blood samples (0.5–3.5 mL) were collected at 18 selected time-points during the
120-min scan. Two 3.5 mL samples were collected before tracer administration to evaluate
tracer stability in blood. Samples were collected in EDTA anticoagulant tubes and analyzed
for radioactivity over time in a gamma counter (Wallac 2480 Wizard 3M Automatic γcounter, Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, Massachusetts). Pre-tracer standards were used to evaluate
the tracer ex vivo stability in blood. Plasma free fraction (fp) was determined through
ultrafiltration.

Blood samples were collected pre-dose and at 60, 120 (just prior to tracer), and 240 min (end
of scan) post-dose, relative to the HTL0014242 administration. Plasma was prepared and
HTL0014242 concentrations were measured by LC-MS/MS using a Shimadzu Nexera X2
HPLC system coupled with a SCIEX API 5500 Triple Quad mass spectrometer.
Chromatograms were integrated using SCIEX Analyst 1.6.2 software. A linear regression
was used to generate the calibration curve for HTL0014242. Concentrations of HTL0014242
were calculated using the peak area ratio of analyte to internal standard based on the standard
curve.

Image and data analysis
Reconstructed PET images were analyzed using the image processing PMOD software
package v3.802 (PMOD Technologies, Zurich, Switzerland). Regions of interest (VOIs) were
defined on a stereotaxic anatomical cynomolgus brain atlas to which the subject’s own
anatomical T1 scans were registered, masks were created for the caudate, putamen,
hippocampus, anterior cingulate cortex and posterior cingulate cortex, frontal cortex,
temporal cortex, parietal cortex, occipital cortex and cerebellum (Ballinger et al., 2013).
18
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Masks were applied to dynamic images to extract the average activity concentration (kBq/cc)
within each VOI and generate time activity curves (TAC) representing regional brain activity
concentration over time. TACs were expressed in standardized uptake value (SUV) units
(g/mL) by normalizing by the weight of the animal and the injected dose.
A two-tissue compartmental model was used to determine the total volume of distribution
(VT) values for each brain region using metabolite-corrected plasma curves (i.e. arterial input
function). A Lassen plot (Cunningham et al, 2010) analysis was performed in GraphPad

𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑔

𝑉𝑇

= 𝑂𝑐𝑐 × (𝑉𝑇𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 − 𝑉𝑁𝐷 ) which when represented graphically for each (x=VT

baseline, y=VT baseline - VT drug) produces a linear relationship, where the x intercept equals
VND and the gradient is equal to global target occupancy. A global occupancy was determined
graphically as the slope of the line. Occupancy measurements in individual brain regions
were determined using the equation above and VND derived from the Lassen plot.
The relationship between percentage mGlu5 occupancy and either plasma concentration or
the dose of HTL0014242 were investigated with a single specific binding site (Emax) model
with a fixed Hill slope of 1. 𝑂𝑐𝑐=𝑋/(𝑋+𝐾) where Occ is the measured mGlu5 occupancy, X is
either the HTL0014242 plasma concentration (in ng/mL), or the dose (in mg/kg), and 𝐾 is
either 𝐸𝐶50 or 𝐸𝐷50.

Plasma protein binding measurements
The plasma protein binding assay (in 10% plasma) was performed using a rapid equilibrium
dialysis (RED) device. HTL0014242, mavoglurant and dipraglurant prepared in DMSO were
added (10 µM; 0.5% DMSO final) to plasma from various species, supplied by B&K
Universal, as follows: HTL0014242 mouse, rat and cynomolgus monkey; mavoglurant rat
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and dipraglurant human. Duplicate samples were dialysed within the device against 4 mM
potassium phosphate buffer containing 0.9% Na Cl, pH 7.4 for a minimum of 4 hours at
37°C.
After incubation, the contents of each plasma and buffer compartment were removed and
mixed with equal volumes of control dialysed buffer or plasma as appropriate to maintain
matrix similarity for bioanalysis. Plasma proteins were then precipitated by the addition of
acetonitrile containing an analytical internal standard (50 ng/mL carbamazepine and 200

(LC/MS/MS). Test compound was measured in both compartments by LC/MS/MS with
concentrations quantified using a calibration curve prepared in assay buffer. The percentage
drug bound and unbound were calculated using the following equations:
𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 =

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

% 𝑢𝑛𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 = 100 − (

1
) − 10 + 1)
𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑓𝑢 𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑎

Fraction unbound for basimglurant (rat, human) was determined from published plasma
protein binding measurements (Lindermann, 2015).

Rat brain binding measurements
The brain homogenate binding assay (1 in 3 dilution) was performed using a RED device.
HTL0014242 prepared in DMSO was added (5 µM; 0.5% DMSO final) to brain homogenate
(B&K Universal) and dialysed within the device (n=2) against 4 mM potassium phosphate
buffer containing 0.9% Na Cl, pH 7.4 for 4 hours at 37°C. After incubation, the contents of
each homogenate and buffer compartment were removed and mixed with equal volumes of
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control dialysed buffer or plasma as appropriate to maintain matrix similarity for bioanalysis.
Brain homogenate tissue was then precipitated by the addition of acetonitrile containing an
analytical internal standard (50 ng/mL carbamazepine and 200 ng/mL reserpine), centrifuged
and the supernatant removed for analysis by mass spectrometry (LC/MS/MS). Test
compound was measured in both compartments by LC/MS/MS with concentrations
quantified using a calibration curve prepared in assay buffer. The percentage drug bound and
unbound were calculated using the following equations:
𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝑏𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

% 𝑢𝑛𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑎 = 100 − (

1
) − 𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 + 1
𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑓𝑢 𝑖𝑛 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒

Fraction unbound in rat brain for mavoglurant was estimated from cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF)
as a fraction of total brain concentration from exposure reported in Bennett, 2014. A similar
approach was used to determine unbound fraction in rat brain for dipraglurant as determined
in a separate PK study (unpublished). For basimglurant an average brain fu was computed
from the cited rat brain/plasma ratio (Kp 1.7-2.9), unbound fraction in plasma (0.021) and
assuming good passive brain penetration consistent with unbound brain/unbound plasma,
Kpuu = 1 (Lindermann 2015) whereby brain fu = Kpuu* plasma fu/Kp. It was assumed the
fraction unbound in brain was consistent across species.

Additional characterization of mGlu5 NAMs
The following data and data manipulations were used for calculating the exposure-receptor
occupancy for dipraglurant, mavoglurant and basimglurant.
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Dipraglurant: Human exposure data from Tison et al., 2016; Day 1 50 mg Cmax plasma (793.4
ng/ml) data was normalized to reflect the exposure at 100, 200 and 300 mg where RO was
measured. This day 1 predicted exposure is consistent with the cited exposure following
repeat dosing at 100 mg (Cmax plasma 1682.8 ng/ml) since no accumulation would be
expected for the short half-life observed. RO data from Addex Therapeutics Initiating Report,
2016, Wong et al., 2018b.
Mavoglurant: Rodent exposure and RO was taken from Bennett et al., 2014.

median pharmacokinetic half-life in Major Depressive Disorder patients taken from Cosson
2018 and mGlu5 receptor occupancy estimated at steady state (Quiroz 2016). Given the
recognized long half-life of this compound it was necessary to estimate the steady state Cmax,
by calculating an accumulation ratio using the following equation.
1
1−

𝑒 (−𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 × 𝑑𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙)

Where elimination rate constant =0.693/quoted half-life of 49h.
This accumulation ratio (3.5) was then applied to the Cmax quoted on day 1 in order to
correlate the steady state exposure and receptor occupancy. The plasma exposure was used
to estimate unbound brain concentration taking account of Kp and unbound fraction in brain.

Predicting RO using a simple Emax model
A simple Emax model was used to predict receptor occupancy as follows:

𝑚𝐺𝑙𝑢5 𝑖𝑛ℎ𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ×

100
𝐾𝑖 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
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Where concentration was either unbound plasma or unbound brain concentration.
Unbound concentrations were computed by taking measured concentration * unbound
fraction as determined in plasma or brain tissue. For mavoglurant, measured CSF
concentrations were considered to represent unbound brain concentrations.

Statistical analyses

Exposure-RO data was fitted to a variable-slope four parameter fit (GraphPad Prism version
8), with basal constrained to ‘0’ and top constrained to ‘100’. An Anova F-Test was
conducted to determine whether the resulting Hill Slope was significantly different to 1.
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Results
The physicochemical properties, mGlu5 affinity, human plasma pharmacokinetic half-life and
rat brain penetration properties of HTL0014242, dipraglurant, mavoglurant and basimglurant
are described in Table 1. mGlu5 affinity varies by approximately 260-fold between
compounds, with HTL0014242 and basimglurant having the highest mGlu5 NAM affinity.
mGlu5 affinity was shown to be very consistent across species. Partitioning into brain was
measured in the rat for HTL0014242, dipraglurant and mavoglurant indicating approximately

the highest relative brain penetration. The precise Kpuu is unknown for basimglurant but
assumed to be close to 1 given the cited good brain penetration (Lindermann, 2015).
Total brain and plasma exposure for HTL0014242 in mouse and rat are shown in Table 2.
Exposures are taken at the same time point as when mGlu5 RO is measured. For PET studies,
assessment of ex-vivo [18F]FPEB biodistribution confirmed HTL0014242 competed for the
same binding site as [18F]FPEB. Drug concentrations were measured at the start of the
[18F]FPEB scan in order to reflect the highest exposure. However, it should be noted that
previous pharmacokinetic studies showed measurements of exposure to be similar over the
same time period as used in this PET study (unpublished data). Plasma exposure and brain
exposure for mavoglurant in the rat, basimglurant in rat and human and dipraglurant in
human are given in Table 3. Brain exposure for basimglurant and dipraglurant in human was
estimated assuming the same partitioning as for rat. For dipraglurant dose proportionality was
assumed to estimate exposures at the higher doses of 200 and 300 mg where mGlu5 RO has
been measured.
The mGlu5 RO measured and the dose and exposure levels are illustrated in Tables 2 and 3.
mGlu5 RO increased with increasing dose/exposure for all compounds studied, where
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multiple dose levels were profiled. For each compound there are clear exposure-RO
relationships across a range of species but when the data is plotted together the relationship
for each compound is distinct, with greater than 100-fold difference between the exposures
required for a similar level of RO (i.e. not overlaying) as illustrated in Figure 1A. When both
the unbound concentration in plasma and mGlu5 affinity are accounted for, as illustrated in
Figure 1B, the exposure-response relationships for each compound do appear to be closer
together although greater than 10-fold difference was found between the most and least
potent relationships.

and mGlu5 affinity the relationship between compounds and RO is more unified, with
exposure-RO relationships being <10-fold separated. Fitting the data to a variable-slope four
parameter fit (GraphPad Prism version 8) resulted in a curve with EC50 calculated to be 0.67
(confidence interval 0.41-1.10) with a Hill slope of 0.81 (confidence interval 0.38 -1.23),
which was demonstrated to be not significantly different from 1 based on an F-test. The F-test
comparison of data fits (null hypothesis Hill slope = 1 versus an alternative unconstrained
Hill slope) indicated that Hill slope = 1 produced the better fit (p = 0.4, F ratio = 0.74). The
theoretical exposure-RO relationship is shown in Figure 1C in the dotted line, where 50%
mGlu5 RO is achieved where ratio of unbound brain concentration/Ki = 1. Both the
theoretical curve and the curve fit of the data are remarkably similar, given the breadth of
compounds and datasets used for the analysis.
HTL0014242 predictions of RO from unbound plasma or brain are given in Table 4 and a
graphical representation of the predictions from unbound plasma versus measured RO are
given in Figure 2. The predictions from either matrix are similar and consistent with the good
brain penetration observed for this compound in the rat (Kpuu = 1.3; Table 1). Figure 2 does
demonstrate a tendency to underpredict mGlu5 RO across all species when predicting from
25
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plasma exposure with predictions being from 8% higher to 41% lower than measured with an
average underprediction of 14%. Table 5 illustrates predictions of RO for mavoglurant,
dipraglurant and basimglurant and indicates similar RO or slight overprediction of observed
RO for these compounds.
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Discussion
The current study is the first to formally investigate exposure-RO relationships of selective
mGlu5 NAMs across species in a collective manner. This investigation clearly demonstrated
that, irrespective of species, a more unified exposure-response relationship across mGlu5
NAMs was evident when accounting for unbound brain concentration and mGlu5 affinity,
rather than total systemic exposure. Consideration is given to whether RO could be predicted
for a given level of exposure, with the potential to underpin future clinical trial designs. The

Dipraglurant, mavoglurant, basimglurant and HTL0014242 have all progressed to clinical
development despite having distinct structures and physiochemical attributes, which
contribute to differing pharmacokinetic properties and mGlu5 receptor affinities ranging from
Ki values of 0.56 to 117 nM. These NAMs are all selective for mGlu5 (Lindermann et al.,
2015; Christopher et al., 2015; Vranesic et al., 2014; Bezard et al., 2014), have no known
active metabolites and all bind to the M-MPEP site. Furthermore, the current study
demonstrated that their affinities are conserved across human, mouse, rat and monkey mGlu5
orthologues, consistent with previously reported data for basimglurant (Lindermann et al.,
2015). In combination this data set is uniquely placed to examine cross-species exposure-RO
relationships across mGlu5 NAMs with differential physiochemical properties.
The relationship between total plasma exposure and mGlu5 RO demonstrated distinct
exposure-RO profiles for each compound, as illustrated by the oral dose of 3 mg/kg in the rat,
where HTL0014242 demonstrated 80% mGlu5 RO whereas mavoglurant produced 45% RO
despite similar plasma concentrations of 139 and 128 ng/ml, respectively. The free drug
hypothesis states that only unbound compound binds the target, therefore correcting to
unbound plasma concentration and compound affinity improved the exposure-occupancy
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relationship compared to total plasma alone. As mGlu5 RO is measured in the brain, it is not
surprising that the most unified exposure-RO relationship emerges when unbound brain
concentrations are accounted for as well as mGlu5 affinity. The fit of the data indicated that
the Hill slope was not significantly different from 1, indicating that mGlu5 RO likely reflects
binding at a single receptor binding site. Consequently, this unified relationship spans the
theoretical curve predicted from a simple Emax model, with a Hill slope of 1 and where an
unbound exposure/Ki ratio of 1 would be expected to yield 50% RO. This observation is
consistent with the published dipraglurant human plasma exposure-RO relationship, which

the present analysis, covering a range of species and mGlu5 NAMs with differing properties,
it is remarkable that the exposure-RO relationships are so close.
However, whilst a more unified relationship is achieved by using unbound brain corrected for
mGlu5 affinity to relate to RO, there is still up to 10-fold variance in exposure relative to Ki
for a given level of RO. Therefore, it is important to consider the key factors which may
contribute to this variance, namely measurement of brain penetration, free fraction and
associated experimental design and methodology for determination of exposure and RO.
Firstly, understanding brain penetration is essential but challenging since the concentrations
can be influenced by technical factors such as whether brain exposure is derived from CSF or
whole brain measurements (Westerhout et al., 2011; O’Brown et al., 2018). In this study,
brain penetration was assessed using total brain concentrations, fraction unbound in rodent
brain homogenate and, in one case, CSF concentrations. Observations with mavoglurant
using CSF data were consistent with the overall exposure-RO relationships indicating that
any bias was minimal. Furthermore, for the compounds studied here, the Kpuu observed in
rodents were consistent with largely passive distribution, which provided confidence in
extrapolation across species.
28
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It was assumed that the degree of brain partitioning of dipraglurant and basimglurant was
equivalent to that observed in the rat. The brain unbound/Ki-RO relationship was fitted
excluding the human data and this confirmed a similar EC50 and Hill slope to that observed
with the full dataset (EC50 = 0.49 (95% confidence interval 0.28-0.84); Hill slope = 0.86
(95% confidence interval 0.41-1.31)), confirming that the overall relationship was not biased
by the assumption that human and rat brain penetration was similar for these compounds.
A second factor which may influence variance in exposure-RO relationship is the method

established in vitro methods for measuring brain unbound fraction are crude, relying on
whole brain homogenate with no indication of variance in unbound concentrations across
brain regions. For passively permeating compounds such as HTL0014242, the unbound
plasma concentration would be expected to reflect unbound brain concentration, allowing the
use of unbound fraction in plasma as a surrogate. Based on the above observation that these
exposure-RO relationships are consistent with a simple Emax model, it was deemed valid to
apply this methodology to predicting RO from either matrix, brain or plasma. HTL0014242
underpredicted the measured mGlu5 RO by an average of 14% based on brain data. Given the
similarity in prediction from the two matrices, there is most likely an underestimate of free
fraction rather than brain penetration, especially for HTL0014242 due to its high plasma
protein and brain tissue binding (>99% bound) whereby it is challenging to accurately
measure low unbound concentrations (<1% unbound). Using this approach for dipraglurant,
mavoglurant and basimglurant, RO tends to be similar or overpredicted compared to
measured RO. Since these compounds vary in brain penetration, but all have higher unbound
fraction than HTL0014242, this observation highlights the challenge in accurately predicting
RO from unbound concentrations when binding is high.
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Despite the slight underprediction of RO based on animal data, HTL0014242 illustrates that
this approach could be used to provide a conservative estimate of mGlu5 RO across a variety
of species including human. Measurement of HTL0014242 mGlu5 RO in human would be a
useful next step to determine whether the relationship observed in animals is consistent with
human and how plasma concentrations relate to mGlu5 RO in the brain. Despite the caveats
around the influence of free fraction, predicted RO for these compounds are in line with
observed values, supporting the use of unbound plasma concentrations measured clinically to
estimate RO. Such information could aid dose selection and clinical experimental design

understood.
Experimental design factors relating to the dose selection, sampling time for measurement of
exposure versus RO and number of replicates could potentially contribute to the overall
variability in the exposure-RO relationships. For new experimental data, doses were
deliberately chosen to support determining a full exposure-RO relationship. For in vivo and
ex vivo RO measurements, the exposure was measured from the same brain sample as that
used for RO, thus removing any potential disconnect between measurements. For PET
studies, the scan time for HTL0014242 studies was 1 h in duration but plasma and brain
concentrations were known to be similar across this period following oral dosing. Scanning
periods are not reported for dipraglurant and basimglurant but the long half-life of
basimglurant suggests that brain concentrations would remain consistent. Dipraglurant has a
short half-life in humans (<1 h), so it is possible that the Cmax measured exposure
overestimates the average concentration associated with the RO. However, considering the
large dataset containing compounds with different properties, it is unlikely that the timing of
exposure and mGlu5 RO measurements contributed significantly to the variance in exposureRO relationships. The number of replicates for HTL0014242 RO and exposure studies was
30
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relatively small (2-5) but adequate considering the data was part of a larger dataset covering a
wide range of mGlu5 RO (12-95%). Lastly, in the cynomolgus PET study, only one monkey
was used for each dose level since RO could be related directly to exposure measured in that
animal. Although the exposure-RO relationship was consistent with that observed in other
species, it is possible that increasing the number of replicates would improve the accuracy
and precision of this data. A further consideration relates to the methodology used to measure
mGlu5 RO. mGlu5 NAM PET studies have used a variety of PET ligands. Whilst there is
potential for ligands to bind at different binding sites, it has been established that similar

but overlapping sites (Gregory et al., 2014b, Rook et al., 2015) and [18F]FPEB or
[11C]ABP688 PET ligands appear to bind at the M-MPEP binding site (Hamill et al., 2005;
Wyss et al., 2007; Hintermann et al., 2007). Therefore, it is unlikely that the choice of PET
ligand contributes to the variance observed in the exposure-RO relationships.
PET studies provide distribution and derived ligand binding across several brain regions.
HTL0014242 RO ranged from 62.2 to 79.1% at 1 mg/kg and 73.3 to 89.1% at 10 mg/kg in 4
key regions (striatum, cerebellum, frontal cortex and hippocampus) in the rat. However, this
level of variance is insufficient to explain an underprediction of RO. The widespread
expression of mGlu5 (Hovelsø et al., 2012; Ferraguit et al., 2006) would suggest a consistent
RO across the brain, supporting the use of total RO to compare to exposure. It should also be
noted that there was some inter-animal variability in measured mGlu5 RO, as indicated by the
standard deviations quoted. As the predicted ROs for HTL0014242 fall within this level of
variability (Table 3), the most likely explanation for underprediction is in the estimate of
unbound faction as described above.
A strength of this study is that every effort was taken to minimize the impact of factors
acknowledged to contribute to variability in this novel combined analysis of new and
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published data. In particular, brain penetration was measured in sufficient replicates to
provide an average view of the exposure and where possible, exposure was obtained from the
same animals where RO was measured. mGlu5 NAMs were included which were known to
bind to the same MPEP site. RO data was generated using established methods and validated
mGlu5 probes to provide consistency with RO incorporated from publications. Finally, for
exposure and RO studies, doses were chosen to explore the full exposure-RO curve.
Despite the variability in the exposure-RO relationships, the evidence presented here suggests

providing guidance on extrapolation from animal to human. As more data become available,
particularly in human, it would be beneficial to further expand these relationships and to
encompass mGlu5 NAMs with different binding modes. Notwithstanding the long history of
the mGlu5 field, this unified assessment of the exposure-RO relationship across species and
mGlu5 NAMs has demonstrated, for the first time, the importance of understanding the
concentration in the target organ for the interpretation and design of nonclinical and clinical
studies.
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Figure Legends
Figure 1. Relationship between exposure and receptor occupancy across multiple mGlu5
NAM chemotypes. A. Exposure plotted as plasma Cmax B. Exposure plotted as unbound
plasma Cmax divided by the affinity (Ki) of each ligand at the mGlu5 receptor. The dotted line
represents the theoretical curve-fit where 50 % occupancy is achieved when the unbound
plasma = Ki. C. Exposure plotted as the unbound brain concentration divided by the affinity
(Ki) of each ligand at the mGlu5 receptor. The dotted line represents the theoretical curve-fit

four-parameter sigmoidal dose-response curve (solid line).

Figure 2. Predicted vs measured mGlu5 receptor occupancy of HTL0014242 across
species. Comparison between the predicted (pred.) receptor occupancy (open icons) unbound
plasma exposure versus the measured (meas.) receptor occupancy (filled icons)
demonstrating that plasma levels underpredicts RO.
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Tables
Table 1: mGlu5 NAM inhibitor properties
Identifier

dipraglurant

mavoglurant

basimglurant

HTL0014242

2.58

3.16

4.71

3.04

Structure

cLogP
Human

6.98 ± 0.24

7.95 ± 0.24

9.25 ± 0.40

9.30 ± 0.24

pKi

Monkey

Not tested

Not tested

Not tested

8.88 (n=2)

(mean ±
SD)

(8.71-9.05)
Rat

7.21 (n=2)

8.07 ± 0.16

(7.20-7.22)
Mouse

8.93 (n=2)

9.19 ± 0.11

(8.81-9.06)

7.13 ± 0.11

7.89 ± 0.42

Not tested

9.29 ± 0.18

0.68-0.75c

12d

49-107e

N/A

Fup

0.037

0.15

0.021b

0.0028

Fupr

0.13a

0.03a

N/A

0.0019

Kp

0.11

1.6

1.7b

1.9

0.39

0.32

1.0b

1.3

Human plasma T1/2
(h)
Rat

brain/
plasma
Kpuu
a

Based on [CSF]/[total brain]

b

Cited Fup and Kpuu assumed 1 based on cited good brain penetration (Lindermann et al.,

2015)
c

Tison et al., 2016
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d

Walles et al., 2013

e

Cosson et al., 2018
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Table 2: Measured mGlu5 receptor occupancy and associated exposure dosing for
HTL0014242
Study

Oral

Ligand

n

mGlu5 RO

Satellite

Plasma

Total brain

Dose

for RO

RO

(%)

n

(ng/mL)

(ng/mL)

Mean ± SD

For PK

Mean ± SD

Mean ± SD

42 ± 15

From RO

26 ± 9.03

50 ± 20.2

(mg/kg)
Mouse

2

ex vivo

[3H]M-

5

MPEP

animals

1

5

69

From RO

78.6 ± 47.0

101 ± 37.7

ex vivo

3

5

80

animals

139 ± 22.8

162 ± 44.1

10

5

91

652 ± 229

753 ± 219

Mouse

1

2

12 (0,24.7)

3

9.3a

34a

in vivo

3

2

73 (64, 83)

3

28 ± 9.38

102 ± 34.5

10

2

88 (79,96)

3

160 ± 50.5

419 ± 166

1b

3

24 ± 2.4

3

13 ± 11.7

100 ± 75.2

3b

3

77 ± 13

3

120 ± 9.82

243 ± 39.6

10b

3

95 ± 3.1

3

300 ± 42.2

577 ± 107

5

75

From RO

70.1 ± 30.7

225 ± 98.8

[18F]FPEB

Rat

1

PET

10

5

85

animals

207 ± 77.9

666 ± 251

Cyno

0.7

1

65

From RO

45

NA

PET

4

1

93

animals

238

NA

studyc

studyc
a

Estimated assuming proportional from 3 mg/kg

b

Administrated intraperitoneally

c

Single RO computed as average of RO across each brain region
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Table 3: Mavoglurant, dipraglurant and basimglurant mGlu5 RO and exposure
Compound/
Species

Oral Dose

Ligand

mGlu5 RO

Plasma

Brain

Rat (mg/kg);

for RO

(%)

(ng/mL)

(ng/mL)

Mean ± SD

Mean ± SD

Mean ± SD

45 ± 4

128 ± 64.2

204 ± 78.5

Human (mg)
[3H]M-MPEP

Mavoglurant/

3

rata

10

73 ± 2

466 ± 178.4

641 ± 178.4

30

83 ± 3

1002 ± 612.7

1505 ±

N/A

[3H]ABP688

50b

4.8b

8.2c

Basimglurant/

0.5

[11C]RO511232c

25d

4.20e

7.2f

human

1.5

53d

12.1e

20.5f

Dipraglurant/

100

27 ± 9.0g

1586h

174i

human

200

44 ± 23g

3172h

349i

300

54 ± 30g

4758h

523i

Basimglurant/
rat

[18F]FPEB

a

Values calculated from measured concentration (μM) presented in Bennett et al., 2014

b

Quoted EC50 (Lindermann et al., 2015)

c

Estimated based on Kp 1.7 (Lindermann et al., 2015)

d

Quoted at Css (Quiroz et al., 2016) (PET study clinical trials.gov NCT01483469)

e

Estimated from Css day 1 (Cosson et al., 2018) taking account of accumulation to Css

f

Estimated at Css, assuming same brain partitioning as for rat

g

Addex Therapeutics Initiating Report Life Science Capital 19 July 2016.

h

From normalizing day 1 50 mg human plasma Cmax reported (793 ng/ml) Tison 2016. Data

consistent with reported plasma EC50 2910±152 ng/ml (Wong et al., 2018b)
i

Brain estimated assuming same brain partitioning as measured in the rat (Kp 0.11)
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Table 4: Measured and predicted mGlu5 RO for HTL0014242
Dose

mGlu5 RO

mGlu5 RO

mGlu5 RO

Measured RO –

(mg/kg)

Measured

predicted from

predicted from

Predicted RO

(%)

[plasma]ub

[brain]ub

from brain (%)a

2

42 ± 15

16

19

23

Rat

1

69

52

49

20

ex vivo

3

80

66

61

19

10

91

90

88

3.0

Mouse

1

12

6.4

14

-2.0

in vivo

3

73

17

33

41

10

88

54

66

22

1 – IP

24 ± 2.4

8.7

32

-8

3 – IP

77 ± 13

47

54

23

10 - IP

95 ± 3.1

69

73

22

Rat PET

1

75

49

66

8

study

10

85

74

87

-2

Cyno PET

0.7

65

36

Not done

n/a

4

93

75

Not done

n/a

Study

Mouse
ex vivo

a

Average RO underprediction ± standard deviation 14±14%
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Table 5: Measured and predicted mGlu5 RO for mavoglurant, dipraglurant and
basimglurant
Compound

Species

Dose

mGlu5 RO

mGlu5 RO

mGlu5 RO

Rat

Measured

predicted from

predicted from

(mg/kg);

(%)

[plasma]ub

[brain]ub

3

45 ± 4

85

64

10

73 ± 2

95

86

30

83 ± 3

98

95

Rat

N/A

50a

41

36

Human

0.5

25

27

30

1.5

53

51

56

100

27 ± 9

66

43

200

44 ± 23

80

60

300

54 ± 30

85

69

Human
(mg)

Basimglurant

Dipraglurant

a

Rat

Human

Quoted EC50 (Lindermann et al., 2015)
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